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ABSTRACT
Scientic applications often store datasets in self-describing data

le formats, such as HDF5 and netCDF. Regrettably, to eciently

search the metadata within these les remains challenging due to

the sheer size of the datasets. Existing solutions extract the meta-

data and store it in external database management systems (DBMS)

to locate desired data. However, this practice introduces signi-

cant overhead and complexity in extraction and querying. In this

research, we propose a novel Metadata Indexing and Querying

Service (MIQS), which removes the external DBMS and utilizes

in-memory index to achieve ecient metadata searching. MIQS

follows the self-contained data management paradigm and pro-

vides portable and schema-free metadata indexing and querying

functionalities for self-describing le formats. We have evaluated

MIQS with the state-of-the-art MongoDB-based metadata indexing

solution. MIQS achieved up to 99% time reduction in index con-

struction and up to 172k× search performance improvement with

up to 75% reduction in memory footprint.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Large-scale scientic applications, including experiments, observa-

tions, and simulations, generate enormous amounts of data. [3, 4,

8, 11, 24, 25, 27, 31]. Due to upcoming construction of even larger

scientic infrastructures and the increasing demand on the ne

nature of the data, the volume of scientic data is expected to grow

rapidly. Such growth imposes a substantial challenge to scientists -

to survive in the ocean of data, and particularly, to eciently nd

the data they require [38, 40, 43, 46, 48].

Self-describing data and le formats, such as HDF5 [13], netCDF

[33], ADIOS-BP [26], and ASDF [14], are extensively used in scien-

tic applications. In these le formats, the metadata of each data

object is stored alongside the data object. This practice makes these

formats both self-describing and self-contained. For self-describing

and self-contained data management paradigm, it is ideal that

the metadata search functionality is included as part of the self-

describing and self-contained data management solution. However,

most self-describing and self-contained data management solutions

do not provide such internal metadata search functionality. Instead,

nding interesting data in multiple les is achieved by iterating

through all the les and performing pattern matching on the meta-

data one by one. Such a procedure is easy to implement and works

well when there are a limited number of les and the amount of

metadata is small. However, when the number of data objects in a

le is very large, sifting through the metadata objects within one

le becomes time-consuming. Many applications further compound

this issue by generating a large number of data les. For instance,

cosmology observations store the images of the sky either hourly

or daily and stores all the datasets into multiple self-describing data

les [24].

Whilemetadatamanagement and indexing have beenwell-studied

in the context of le systems [23, 28, 38, 41, 47, 48], metadata in-

dexing for self-describing data formats remains underdeveloped.

Due to the lack of eective metadata search capabilities provided

by the runtime libraries and tool-chains packaged with these self-

describing data formats, scientists often use a separate database

management system (DBMS) to facilitate the process of nding

the required data. Typical examples can be seen from BIMM [20],

EMPRESS [21], the SPOT Suite [9], and JAMO [18], where relational

databases (e.g. SQLite [39], PostgreSQL [32]) and NoSQL databases
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(e.g. MongoDB [29]) are used for maintaining the metadata and

providing the metadata search functionality needed for locating

the required data from the self-describing data les.

However, a database solution disjoint from the self-describing

data les is incompatible with the self-describing and self-contained

data management paradigm. This approach requires extra overhead

in deployment as well as constant maintenance in order to keep the

database updated. In addition, initial deployment of the database

system for metadata search necessitates reading the metadata from

the self-describing les and then loading it into the database. This

duplicates the metadata at two places and hence leads to storage

redundancy. Moreover, the database has to be either made avail-

able or migrated when the self-describing les are transferred to a

dierent site, which is a complicated process, not to mention that

the entire database has to be updated with the new location of le

paths.

Toward the goal of providing a self-contained metadata search

service for self-describing le formats, we propose MIQS, a novel
Metadata Indexing and Querying Service. MIQS is designed to be a

library that can be integrated into the existing self-describing and

self-contained data management solutions. It provides metadata in-

dexing and querying functionality for self-describing data formats

in a way that complies with the self-describing and self-contained

data management paradigm. By introducing an in-memory in-

dex structure, along with an on-disk persistence mechanism of

the index, MIQS provides the capability to build portable indexes

and an ecient metadata query service. Applications that utilize

MIQS can perform metadata search without consulting an exter-

nal DBMS. This philosophy complies with the self-describing and

self-contained data management paradigm.

We have developed a prototype implementation of MIQS to sup-

port the HDF5 library and to study its eectiveness. We have con-

ducted evaluation tests on the Edison supercomputer hosted at the

National Energy Research Scientic Computing Center (NERSC).

Our experiments against over 144 million attributes from 1.5 mil-

lion objects in 100 astrophysics data les [24] show that, com-

pared to a state-of-the-art MongoDB powered indexing solution,

MIQS achieved up to 99% time reduction in index construction and

searched metadata about 172k× faster. Moreover, MIQS used only

up to 25% of the overall storage footprint that the MongoDB-based

solution used for these datasets.

The contributions of this research are summarized as follows:

• We identify the drawbacks of existing DBMS-powered meta-

data indexing and querying solutions for self-describing le

formats.

• Following the principle of self-describing and self-contained

data management paradigm, we introduce an integrated,

lightweight metadata indexing and querying service for self-

describing data les. The in-memory indexing data struc-

ture achieves signicantly better query performance without

transforming or duplicating metadata, as compared to ex-

isting database-powered solutions. The index persistence

mechanism also makes the index reconstruction easier and

ensures the portability of the metadata search service.

• We develop a prototype implementation of MIQS to sup-

port the HDF5 library and conduct extensive evaluations to

validate the design. The evaluations conrm that MIQS is

ecient in building metadata indexes and oers better query

performance than database-powered solutions, with less stor-

age consumption. Additionally, MIQS is both portable and

transparent in nature, which promotes the design philosophy

of the self-describing and self-contained data management

solution.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we

review self-describing data formats such as HDF5 and existing

solutions for metadata indexing and searching. We introduce the

design of MIQS in detail in Section 3. In Section 4, we present the

experimental evaluation results of MIQS. We conclude this research

and discuss future work in Section 5.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
In this section, we briey review self-describing data formats, using

HDF5 as an example.We also discuss existing research and solutions

that provide metadata search functionality for self-describing data

les.

2.1 Self-Describing Data Formats and HDF5
Self-describing data formats, such as HDF5, netCDF, ADIOS-BP

and ASDF, are designed to provide one-stop data management so-

lution with no dependency on other data management solutions.

In these data formats, the metadata is stored alongside the data

itself, providing description, interpretation, and even denition of

the data objects. This fusion between data and its metadata allows

the self-describing formats to provide users with programming

interfaces and tools that facilitate portable one-stop data manage-

ment solutions. Applications that adopt these APIs and toolchains

can be expected to behave in the same way regardless of where

the applications are deployed. Data analysis performed on these

self-describing les need not consult other data management so-

lutions as the descriptive information is already contained in the

data formats themselves.

HDF5 (Hierarchical Data Format version 5), a typical example

of the self-describing data format, is one of the most frequently

used data formats in scientic elds, which a large number of users

rely on for scientic data management and exchanges [16]. When

considering the case where we have a set of HDF5 les managed by

the le system, there is a deep hierarchy across both the le system

and also the HDF5 data format, as shown in Figure 1.

In a le system (e.g. GPFS [34] or Lustre [35]), each directory

may contain sub-directories and also the HDF5 les. Within each

HDF5 le, there are two types of objects - groups and datasets.

The groups function as internal nodes within the hierarchy while

the datasets play the role of leaf nodes. Attached alongside each of

these data objects (either a group or dataset) are metadata attributes.

Dierent objects may share the same set of attributes, but the value

of these shared attributes can be dierent from one another. The

hierarchical organization of these data objects introduces attribute

inheritance between parental data objects and child data objects.

In other words, the metadata attribute values of a group also apply

to all child groups and datasets underneath.

Not all self-describing data formats follow the hierarchical orga-

nization. For instance, netCDF has a at organization of all variables.
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Figure 1: HDF5 le collection hierarchy

However, at organization is a special case of hierarchical orga-

nization, where there is only one level in the hierarchy. As such,

we consider metadata indexing and querying using a hierarchical

organization to be generalizable to all self-describing data formats.

In the rest of this paper, our discussion of metadata indexing and

querying will focus on hierarchical organization formats such as

HDF5.

2.2 Metadata Indexing and Querying over
Self-Describing Files

The metadata in self-describing data formats provides users with

descriptive information about the underlying dataset and therefore

is prevalently used for nding required data. In self-describing

data les, the metadata can be seen as a collection of attributes.

Each attribute can be represented as a tuple < k,v >, where k
represents the attribute name and v represents the attribute value.

Finding required data can then be accomplished by issuingmetadata

queries that utilize these key-value pairs. These queries may search

for the identiers of data les or data objects that match given

query. Each query contains query target T and query condition

Q =< qk ,qv >, where qk and qv are the attribute name and

attribute value, respectively, in the query condition.

Table 1: Structure of metadata queries with a query target
and a query condition

T Q =< qk ,qv >

Data les <BESTEXP, 113919>

Data objects <AUTHOR, John>

According to the Digital Curation Conference (DCC) [10], the

major data types of metadata attributes are strings and numbers.

In particular, the attribute names are of strings and attribute values

are either strings or numbers. Therefore, in this study, we focus

on metadata queries with qk to be a string and qv to be a string or

a number. For example, as shown in Table 1, one metadata query

may ask for the identiers of data les that contain attribute key-

value pair <BESTEXP, 113919>, where attribute name “BESTEXP”

is a string and its value “113919” is a number. Another metadata

query may look up the identiers of the data objects with attribute

key-value pair <AUTHOR, John>, where “AUTHOR” is a string and

“John” is also a string.

Most self-describing data formats come with libraries and tools

that enable access to the metadata of each data object in a single

le. However, many contemporary applications tend to store data

into multiple self-describing les instead of a single le [24] in

order to avoid performance issues and to be able to better cope

with dierent le systems. In such scenarios, even with the libraries

and tools provided by the self-describing data formats, nding the

required data over a large number of self-describing les remains a

challenging task. Due to the lack of libraries to provide metadata

search capabilities over a collection of multiple self-describing les,

scientists have to build external metadata search system on their

own with the help of a database management system (DBMS).

Examples of such DBMS-powered approaches are BIMM [20],

EMPRESS 2.0 [21], JAMO [18], and SPOT Suite [9]. In BIMM [20]

and EMPRESS 2.0 [21], the metadata is stored in relational data-

base management systems (RDBMS), such as PostgreSQL[32] and

SQLite [39]. It is dicult, however, to accurately reect the hierar-

chical organization of metadata for self-describing les using the

tabular model of RDBMS. Some other solutions, such as JAMO [18]

and SPOT Suite [9], use document database (MongoDB [29] in

particular) to avoid the complexity and eort of transforming meta-

data into tabular format. In these MongoDB-powered solutions,

metadata is transformed into BSON format [7] (the binary format

of JSON [19]) rst, and the BSON representation of the metadata

is then stored in MongoDB for ecient metadata search. From

the BSON documents in MongoDB, MongoDB indexes have to be

created on specied attributes to accelerate queries against these

attributes.

However, all database-powered solutions share common draw-

backs. In order to explain these drawbacks, Figure 2 provides an

abstract view of these existing DBMS-powered solutions. As shown

in this gure, the self-describing data les are stored on a shared

le system, and applications running on the HPC system can ac-

cess the data and metadata in these les concurrently. Apart from

the HPC system, an external, dedicated database system is built

to facilitate metadata search. The metadata of the self-describing

data les is rst transformed into another format that complies

with the data model of the database system, and is then imported

into the database system. This operation duplicates the metadata

of the self-describing data les and stores them into the external

DBMS. To search metadata, applications on the HPC system have to

issue queries through the client-side APIs of the DBMS. In this case,

metadata queries and the querying results are transmitted over the

network between the HPC system and the database. Such a solution

disregards the self-containing property of self-describing data for-

mats by introducing external data source for metadata management

and hence suers from the following drawbacks:

• Performance issue: Since applications need to communi-

cate with the external database over the network, the com-

munication overhead can be signicant. Particularly, when

applications have a high degree of concurrency, metadata

search queries can overwhelm or throttle the network.

• Storage redundancy: Since the self-describing data les

already contain the metadata, duplicating the metadata in
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Figure 2: A high-level view of database-powered metadata
search solution

any form in DBMS can introduce storage redundancy for

storing an extra copy of the metadata.

• Data model adaption: The data model in a database is

dierent from that of the metadata in self-describing les. In

the aforementioned DBMS-powered solutions, the metadata

in self-describing les has to be reformatted into either tables

in RDBMS or BSON documents in MongoDB, which requires

extra eorts and time in transforming data formats.

• Schema constraints:The datamodel in RDBMS or document-

based databases require the user to know about the data

schema used in these systems. For example, in a RDBMS,

users have to know on which table an index should be

built and from which table the required data records can

be retrieved from. In MongoDB, the metadata is represented

as BSON document where BSON objects follow the same

hierarchical organization found in the original metadata.

Therefore, when building index for the attributes, the users

must have knowledge on the data schema of the BSON doc-

ument and they have to know the paths to the data ob-

jects where the attributes belong to. As such, when issu-

ing a metadata query in MongoDB, it is necessary for the

users to specify the path to the attribute in the query condi-

tion. For example, if attribute “BESTEXP” belongs to both

object “/3540/55127” and object “/3540/55127/100/coadd”,

users have to explicitly indicate two BSON paths for build-

ing the index on “BESTEXP”:“3540.55127.BESTEXP” and

“3540.55127.100.coadd.BES-TEXP”. Accordingly, when per-

forming a query for “BESTEXP”, users still have to specify

the path of the object containing “BESTEXP” [30]. However,

when building the metadata index and issuing metadata

queries, users are typically aware of only the attribute name

(e.g. “BESTEXP”) and attribute value (e.g. 113919). The hi-

erarchical schema of the metadata is hidden from the users

and the only way to know the path to the owner object of

the attribute is to scan the entire dataset.

• Maintenance demand: The database system runs on top

of the operating system. Consequently, any update to the

database system or operating system can cause compatibility

issues, which require non-trivial eorts in rectifying them.

• Portability and mobility: The external database and the

metadata search solution are not seamlessly integrated into

the self-describing data formats, which introduces complex-

ity in deployment, and signicantly aects the mobility of

the data les and the portability of the metadata search solu-

tion.

3 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we introduce MIQS - a novel metadata indexing and

querying service for self-describing data formats. We rst present

an overview of the MIQS design, and then introduce the index

construction procedures of MIQS. Afterwards, we introduce how

MIQS serves metadata queries.

3.1 Overview of MIQS Design
MIQS is designed to be a software library providing metadata in-

dexing and querying service that complies with the self-describing

and self-contained data management paradigm and can be inte-

grated into the querying APIs or tools of existing self-describing

data formats such as HDF5 querying module [15]. Without dupli-

cating the metadata that is already included in the self-describing

data les, it only maintains the index of the metadata to facilitate

ecient metadata query. As shown in Figure 3, given a collection

of self-describing les, MIQS allows each process to create and to

maintain a copy of the in-memory index on specied attributes after

scanning the data les. Since the index will maintain the relation-

ship between attribute key-value pairs and le/object paths, even

a full copy of the index will not consume a signicant amount of

memory. Once the in-memory index is built, processes can access in-

memory index via the metadata search service provided by MIQS.

In other words, each process is independent and self-contained.

Dierent from some existing distributed metadata management

solutions [17, 40, 42, 45, 47], MIQS follows a shared-nothing par-

allel architecture which ensures ecient and independent direct

memory access for metadata search without network operations.

HPC System

 Application

MIQS

Shared File System

File
Metadata

……
Metadata

…

…

MIQS Index Files

Metadata Indexing and Querying Service

Metadata Search Service

Index Persistence

In-memory Index

Attribute 
Name Index

String Value 
Index

Numeric 
Value Index

Index 
Builder

File Path List Object Path List

 Application

MIQS

Metadata Indexing Index Persistence Index ReloadingMetadata Scanning Serving Query

Figure 3: Overview of the architecture of MIQS-based solu-
tion
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Processes with MIQS can also store the in-memory index to on-

disk index les via the index persistence mechanism of MIQS. The

MIQS on-disk le can be included as part of the self-describing le

collection and can be transferred to any place alongside the self-

describing data les. In addition, when transferring a self-describing

dataset to a dierent HPC site, MIQS can quickly reload its on-disk

index les into memory to reconstruct in-memory index.

This design eliminates the need for a dedicated external database

system. Instead, metadata index les are maintained alongside the

datasets while the in-memory index is integrated into existing

solutions, which are completely self-describing and self-contained.

As a consequence, improved portability and mobility are achieved.

Also, in this design, there is no need to maintain databases or to

know about data schema in order to use the metadata search service.

This design also avoids the eort in adapting data models. Moreover,

it does not duplicate the metadata in self-describing data les into

other data sources like DBMS, which avoids storage redundancy.

The search performance can also be expected to improve since

there is no network communication between applications and an

external database system.

As the datasets in most scientic applications are generated once

and will be read many times for analysis without change [6, 12,

37], our current design does not yet support index updates if a

self-describing dataset is modied while being searched. In such

a scenario, MIQS needs to reconstruct the indexes to continue

performing metadata searches against a modied dataset.

ART
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SBST
(Numeric Attribute Values)

… ART
(String Attribute Values)

List<(File_Path_Identifier, Object_Path_Identifier)>

Object Path ListFile Path List
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Figure 4: MIQS index data structures

3.1.1 In-memory Index. As shown in Figure 4, in MIQS, the in-

memory index contains:

(1) Two path lists serving asmapping tables between path strings

and integer identiers. We use this data structure to store

both global le path and global object path mapping tables.

In this study, we use the tagged linked list from libhl [2] to

implement this functionality.

(2) A root-level adaptive radix tree (ART) [22] for the attribute

keys (name strings).

(3) A secondary tree-based index at each leaf node of the root-

level ART. The secondary indexes are designed for indexing

attribute values using a self-balancing search tree (SBST) [36]

for numeric values and an ART for string values. (In MIQS,

we use the red-black tree in libhl [2] for the implementation

of SBST.)

(4) A list containing multiple tuples at each leaf node of each

secondary index where each tuple contains the le path

identier and the object path identier. These identiers cor-

respond to those found in the global le path lists and global

object path list which helps avoid storing space-consuming

strings, i.e. the repetitive le and object paths.

This combination of ARTs and SBSTs is able to support exact

queries on attribute names, string attribute values and numeri-

cal attribute values. Also, it opens the possibility for prex/sux

queries on attribute names and string attribute values as well as

range query on numbers. In this study, our major contribution is

to eliminate 3rd-party data sources and maintain the property of

the self-contained data management paradigm. Therefore, we only

discuss exact queries on strings and numbers in order to showcase

the benet of the self-contained and portable design of MIQS. Fur-

thermore, as a result of the direct access to the local in-memory

index, both index construction and metadata search are expected

to be much more ecient than database-powered solutions.

3.1.2 Index Persistence Mechanism. The MIQS index les are de-

signed to permanently store indexes, alongside the corresponding

self-describing datasets. An index le can then be loaded into mem-

ory quickly for metadata searches when an application uses the

dataset. It can also be used to help with the recovery of the metadata

querying service if the application process is terminated. These in-

dex les can be transferred along with the self-describing data les,

so that applications integrated with MIQS can perform ecient

metadata queries with minimal eort devoted to setting up the

metadata search service.

3.1.3 Schema-Free Metadata Index Model. As mentioned in Sec-

tion 2.2, in the DBMS-powered solutions, the indexing and querying

procedures always require information about the data schema. In

MIQS, when building the index, users only have to specify the name

of the attributes without knowing the host of the attributes. MIQS

will match every attribute with the specied name, regardless of

the hierarchical schema of the metadata. Also, for metadata search,

users only need to be aware of the type of query target, the query

attribute name qk and the query attribute value qv in the query

condition. Users do not need to know the specic structures of the

metadata. There is also no need to support a full-edged SQL-like

query language.

3.1.4 Portability and Mobility. As discussed in 3.1.2, MIQS stores

the index les alongside the self-describing les. Consequently,

whenever the combined self-describing les and index les arrive

at a scientic computing facility, and the metadata indexing and

querying service can be immediately put to use once the dataset is

prepared and the application is deployed. This practice conforms

to the self-contained data management paradigm. Therefore, we

consider the portability and mobility of the MIQS solution for self-

describing les to be favorable when compared to DBMS-powered

metadata search solutions.
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3.2 Index Construction
In MIQS, there are two types of index construction procedures. The

rst is to build the index from scratch, which involves metadata

scanning (optional), metadata indexing and index persistence. We

call this procedure “initial indexing”. The other is called “index

reloading”. As shown in Figure 3, for initial indexing, the MIQS

index builder has to retrieve metadata attributes from the self-

describing data les. This is done by scanning the metadata in

an existing set of les or by receiving the attributes in an in-situ

fashion when the data les are generated. When an attribute is

encountered, the index builder retrieves the attribute name and

value, along with the corresponding object and le path and creates

an index in the memory. After the metadata scanning and indexing

are nished, MIQS stores the in-memory index into the MIQS index

les using its index persistence mechanism. For index reloading,

the MIQS index builder can load all the MIQS index les to rebuild

the in-memory index. Our compact index le format is designed

to support rapid index recovery. Next, we will describe the initial

indexing procedure in detail.

3.3 Initial Indexing
When MIQS index les do not exist yet, we perform initial in-

dexing procedure. The initial indexing procedure includes three

sub-procedures, which are metadata scanning (optional), metadata

indexing, and index persistence.

3.3.1 Metadata Scanning. When building metadata index on an

existing set of data les for the rst time, MIQS will perform meta-

data scanning procedure. Since MIQS is designed for applications

running in a parallel environment on HPC systems, MIQS leverages

parallelism starting from the index construction phase. Consider a

parallel application with n processes where process rank r ranges
from 0 ton−1. In this scenario, each process maintains a le counter,

given as f ile_counter , and that is incremented each time a le is

encountered during metadata scanning. The following equation

can be used to determine whether or not a given le should be

scanned:

p = f ile_counter%n (1)

When p = r , process r will perform metadata scanning on the

encountered le; otherwise, it will skip this le and continue. By

utilizing this mechanism, MIQS is able to leverage data parallelism

across dierent data les and to avoid the I/O contention occurred

when multiple processes are accessing the same data le concur-

rently.

During the metadata scanning procedure, theMIQS index builder

scans four elements from a self-describing le collection (as shown

in Figure 5). These elements include :

• The directory that contains the self-describing les. We call

this directory the root directory of the data le collection

(we use root directory for this meaning in the rest of this

paper).

• The self-describing data les.

• The objects in the self-describing les, including groups and

datasets.

• The metadata attributes attached to each data object in the

self-describing data le.

Directory File Object Attributes

Figure 5: Four elements in MIQS metadata scanning. The ar-
row shows inclusive relationship.

For scanning metadata, MIQS denes a series of operations on

the aforementioned four elements. All these procedures take a

global memory pointer called index_anchor as a parameter. This

memory pointer references the address of the MIQS index root. As

part of each procedure, MIQS recursively scans the les of each

sub-directory within the root directory.

For each le scanned, MIQS invokes the OnFile procedure. For

every object within a le, the OnObject is called with the le path

and the object path as parameters.

In the OnObject procedure, MIQS extracts the metadata at-

tributes for the encountered data object and prepares the index

record for each attribute. Since multiple attributes may share the

same set of le and object paths, if MIQS stores the path strings

alongside each attribute key-value pair, these path strings will

be repeated among index records of dierent attributes for many

times. The repetition of path strings will lead to signicant mem-

ory overhead. Thus, for each attribute to be indexed, MIQS takes

the related le and object paths, puts them into the le path list

and object path list, respectively, and records their integer iden-

tiers. Afterwards, both identiers are combined into a tuple t =
{ f ile_path_identi f ier ,object_path_identi f ier }. This design re-

places space-consuming path strings that are of variable lengths

with xed-size and space-saving integers. Based on the key and

value of the attributes, MIQS is then able to build an index for

the attribute with tuple t by calling the CreateIndex procedure.

When nished, MIQS recursively scans and invokes the OnObject

procedure on any existing child objects.

3.3.2 Metadata Indexing. Given the metadata attribute name key
and attribute value value , along with the tuple t storing the path
identiers of the le and the data object which the metadata at-

tribute comes from, MIQS performs the metadata indexing proce-

dure. As shown in Algorithm 1, in the CreateIndex procedure,

MIQS rst extracts the root ART from the index anchor (which is a

global pointer to the in-memory index) and then inserts the attribute

name into it. By doing so, MIQS is able to locate the corresponding

leaf node of the attribute name at the root-level adaptive radix tree

(a.k.a ART) where a self-balancing search tree (a.k.a SBST) or an

ART places its root. If it is a numeric value, MIQS inserts the value

into the SBST and inserts the tuple t into the list which is linked to

the corresponding leaf node. Likewise, if it is a string, MIQS inserts

it into the ART and links the tuple with the corresponding leaf node

of the ART.

After the metadata indexing procedure, each process of the par-

allel application maintains partial indexes for approximately 1/n of

the metadata in the entire self-describing le collection. The index

persistence mechanism ensure that each process gets a full copy of

the index for the entire le collection.
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Algorithm 1 Create Index

1: procedure CreateIndex(key, value, t , index_anchor )
2: ARTroot ← index_anchor
3: lea fk ← insert_into_ART (key,ARTroot )
4: if value is a string then
5: ARTvalue ← дet_ART (lea fk ).
6: lea fv ← insert_into_ART (value,ARTvalue ).
7: link(lea fv , t).
8: else if value is a number then
9: SBSTvalue ← дet_SBST (lea fk ).
10: lea fv ← insert_into_SBST (value, SBSTvalue )
11: link(lea fv , t).
12: end if
13: end procedure

3.3.3 Index Persistence. Once theMIQS index builder nishesmeta-

data indexing for the metadata in all data les, the MIQS index

persistence mechanism is invoked and the in-memory metadata

index is stored onto disk.

Figure 6 shows the layout of MIQS compact index le format

and how the in-memory index is stored in such a format. When

MIQS Compact Index File MIQS In-Memory Index

Object List Region

File List Region

Attribute Region
Path 0                ID 0

Number of Paths

……

Attribute Block

Number of Attributes

Attribute Type

Value block 0

Value block n

Attribute Name

Number of Attribute Values

……

Attribute Value

FOIP n

Number of FOIP 
(File-Object ID Pair)

FOIP 0

……

Object Path ID

File Path ID

Attribute Trees

Object Path List

File Path List

…
…

7
FPFP

60 3
FP FP

1 5
FP FP

4
FP
2

FP

…

…

7

OPOP

60 3

OP OP

1 5

OP OP

4

OP

2

OP

FP = File Path

OP = Object Path

Figure 6: MIQS compact index le format

persisting the in-memory index, MIQS rst writes the le path list

and object path list in succession. Each path list is persisted as a

frame that starts with a frame header. The frame header contains

an integer number that represents the number of items in the path

list. After the frame header, the items in the path list are stored as a

series of item blocks. Each block contains the path string and also

the numeric identier.

After le list frame and object list frame, there is the attribute

frame. The attribute frame also starts with a frame header con-

taining the total number of attributes that are maintained in the

in-memory index. After the frame header, there are a series of

attribute blocks.

The attribute block starts with the attribute header containing

the attribute name, the data type of the attribute and the number of

unique attribute values. We dierentiate three data types supported

in MIQS: an integer value type (including all sizes of integers), a

oating-point value type, and a string type. Since each attribute

may have dierent attribute values of the same data type, MIQS

records the number of unique attribute values at the end of the

attribute header and then write a series of attribute value blocks

(or value blocks for short) after it.

Each value block starts with the actual attribute value, the num-

ber of matched File-Object ID pairs (FOIPs) - the tuples created in

OnObject procedure, and then the actual FOIP containing the le

path identier and the object path identier.

MIQS 2

MIQS 0

MIQS 1

Index 
Persistence Index Recovery

MIQS 0

MIQS 1

Index 
File 0

Index 
File 1

MIQS 2
Index 
File 2

MIQS 1

MIQS 2

MIQS 0

MIQS 0

MIQS 1

MIQS 2

WR RD 0 RD 1 RD 2

Time Steps

Retrospective Loading

Figure 7: MIQS parallel index le access. “WR” stands for
write operation, “RD” stands for read operation.

Following the above procedure, each process will write its own

in-memory index into a separate index le with the process rank

in the index le name (shown as “WR” step in Figure 7). Thus far,

the index persistence procedure is nished.

3.4 Index Loading
3.4.1 Retrospective Loading. After the index persistence procedure,
each process only maintains the index of the les it has scanned.

In order to have a full copy of the index of the entire le collection,

MIQS performs “retrospective loading” procedure. For an appli-

cation with n processes, after these processes nish their own index

persistence procedure, each process r (0 ≤ r < n)will taken−1 “RD”
steps (as shown in Figure 7) to read the n − 1 index les generated
by other processes. At each “RD” step s(0 ≤ s < n − 1), process r
reads index le f = (n + r − s − 1)%n and loads the index record

into its own in-memory index. After s “RD” steps, each process will

have a full copy of the entire metadata index. As shown in Figure 7,

at RD step 0 and 1, process 0 reads index le 2 and 1 respectively,

process 1 reads index le 0 and 2 respectively, and process 2 reads

index le 1 and 0 respectively. In this way, we can guarantee that no

index les will be accessed by multiple processes simultaneously.

After the retrospective loading procedure, each process will have

a full copy of the metadata index on the entire self-describing le

collection.

3.4.2 Index Reloading. MIQS stores the metadata index in the

MIQS index le. Therefore, when applications need to be restarted

or deployed at another HPC facility, MIQS can simply reload the

index les and get ready for query processing. By following the data
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layout in the MIQS index le format, the MIQS index builder reads

each attribute frame, retrieves the corresponding index records and

loads them into the in-memory index. Utilizing the same index

le loading procedure as in retrospective loading, MIQS performs

one more RD step to load a full copy of the metadata index for

each process when performing index reloading. For example, as

shown in Figure 7, three processes have stored their in-memory

index into three dierent index les at the WR step when writing

in-memory index to index les. After shifting the index le read

in the consequent two RD steps by following the same procedure

as in retrospective loading, process 0 loads le 0 at RD step 2, pro-

cess 1 loads le 1 and process 2 loads le 2. Once completed, all

three processes have the same full copy of the metadata in-memory

index.

3.5 Serving Queries
In order to process metadata queries, MIQS follows the procedure

described in Algorithm 2. MIQS rst searches the root level of

the ART to locate leaf node lea fk which has a matching attribute

name. Then, based on the data type of the attribute value, MIQS

starts from leaf node lea fk and searches through either the ART or

the SBST associated with lea fk . When searching the appropriate

tree for attribute values, the relationship R is passed to the search

function in order to nd appropriate leaf nodes which satisfy the

specied relationship between itself and the given attribute value.

Once the leaf nodes are found, the lists of tuples containing the path

identiers to the owner les and the owner object can be retrieved.

After looking up the le path list and the object path list with the

identier of each le path or object path, the actual le paths and

object paths are retrieved and returned as the search result.

Algorithm 2 Serving Query

1: procedure Servingery(key, R, value , index_anchor )
2: ARTroot ← index_anchor
3: lea fk ← search_ART (key,ARTroot )
4: if value is a string then
5: ARTvalue ← дet_ART (lea fk ).
6: lea fv ← search_ART (value,R,ARTvalue ).
7: result ← дet_tuple_list(lea fv ).
8: else if value is a number then
9: SBSTvalue ← дet_SBST (lea fk ).
10: lea fv ← search_SBST (value,R, SBSTvalue )
11: result ← дet_tuple_list(lea fv ).
12: end if
13: return result
14: end procedure

Each process with MIQS can perform metadata searching, and,

as a result of the shared-nothing architecture of MIQS, no com-

munication is needed among these processes. Consequently, the

throughput of the search performance is expected to be propor-

tional to the number of processes, which makes the metadata search

process highly scalable. Also, as there is no communication with

other data sources like DBMS, the search latency is expected to be

small.

4 EVALUATION
MIQS is designed to provide an ecient metadata search service

that complies with the self-contained data management paradigm.

In this section, we show howMIQS is suitable for the self-describing

and self-contained data management solution by reporting the

evaluation results of index construction performance, query per-

formance, and storage overhead. In our evaluation, we compare

MIQS with a MongoDB-powered metadata search solution which

we consider to be a typical example of DBMS-based solution as

the document-based data model of the MongoDB is more exible

than RDBMS-based solutions and hence is better suited for both

hierarchical and at metadata organization. As such, we do not

compare against RDBMS solutions in this paper. Also, for fair com-

parison, we evaluate both solutions by building metadata index

while scanning a set of HDF5 les, since we did not nd any in-situ

index construction use case through our investigation study on

MongoDB solutions.

4.1 Experimental Setup
4.1.1 Platform. We conducted our evaluation of MIQS on the Edi-

son supercomputer hosted at the National Energy Research Sci-

entic Computing Center (NERSC). This system consists of 5586

“Ivy Bridge” compute nodes, where each node features two 12-core

Intel
®
“Ivy Bridge” processors at 2.4GHz and 64 GB of DDR3 1866

memory. The Edison employs a Cray Aries interconnect with Drag-

ony topology and 23.7 TB/s global bandwidth. The compute nodes

use GPFS for its home directory and multiple Lustre le systems as

scratch spaces. We used a 30 PB Lustre le system with over 700

GB/s peak I/O bandwidth for our evaluation.

For the comparison experiment against MongoDB, we used the

MongoDB instance that is also maintained by NERSC. It is installed

on a separate machine that can be accessed from the Edison com-

pute nodes through an Inniband network with 56 Gb/s bandwidth.

The host machine of MongoDB has two 16-core Intel
®
Xeon™ pro-

cessors E5-2698 v3 ("Haswell") at 2.3 GHz and 128 GB of DDR4 2133

MHz memory. It features a 6 TB 7200rpm HDD with 6 Gb/s SAS

interface. The MongoDB was initialized with the default congu-

ration, which enables data compression on top of the WiredTiger

storage engine [44].

4.1.2 Dataset. Our dataset contains a set of 100 real-world HDF5

les coming from the Baryon Oscillation Spectroscopic Survey

(BOSS) [5]. The total data size of these 100 HDF5 les on disk is

approximately 145GB with 144 million attribute key-value pairs

attached to 1.5 million data objects (roughly 96 attribute key-value

pairs on each object). Figure 8 summarizes the statistics of this

dataset. The sizes of the les range from 400MB to 2.2GB (shown

in Figure 8a). The number of objects per le spans between 4,800

to 23,000 (shown in Figure 8b). With over 250 dierent attributes

attached to dierent data objects in each le, the number of attribute

key-value pairs per le ranges from 300,000 to 2,300,000 (Figure 8c).

4.1.3 Evaluation Procedure. In our evaluation, we built two test

drivers - the MongoDB test driver and the MIQS test driver. Both

test drivers are MPI programs implemented with metadata indexing

and querying functions. For the evaluation on MongoDB and MIQS,
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Figure 8: Statistics of datasets

we performed 5 test rounds and for each test round r = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
we ran 20 × r processes for each test driver and we bound each

process to a single core of the CPU and a dierent HDF5 le. As

there are two 12-core CPUs on each compute node, each test round

r uses r compute nodes for running 20 × r processes.
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Figure 9: Dataset size at each test round

Figure 9 shows the size of the dataset being scanned at each test

round, including the number of scanned objects and the number

of scanned attribute key-value pairs in log-scale (the left log-scale

axis with base 2), and the total size of the indexed les in gigabytes

(the right axis).

For the evaluation on MongoDB, due to the schema constraints

discussed in Section 2.2, it is impossible to know the paths to

the owner objects of all the attributes without scanning the en-

tire dataset. Therefore, we selected 16 representative metadata

attributes with known owner object paths for creating attribute

indexes. As shown in the rst and second column of Table 2, these

16 attributes include 5 most frequently occurring integer attributes,

5 most frequently occurring oat attributes, and 6 most frequently

occurring string attributes. We consider the number and the diver-

sity of these attributes to be sucient for simulating real-world

metadata search scenarios.

In order to build the metadata index on MongoDB at each test

round, we rst sent index creation commands toMongoDB to create

indexes on these 16 attributes. Each test driver process then scanned

a single HDF5 le and transformed the HDF5 metadata into several

BSON documents that are smaller than 16MB [1]. These documents

were then inserted into MongoDB. We believe, based on our study

of MongoDB-based solutions, that this practice is necessary and in

accordance with the realistic MongoDB-based use cases.

We evaluated MIQS for 10 test rounds. In the rst 5 rounds, we

ran MIQS test drivers with the settings shown in Figure 9, and

created indexes for the 16 attributes we selected in Table 2. For the

second set of ve test rounds, we used the same settings but we let

Table 2: Attributes and sample query conditions

Data Type Attributes Sample Query Conditions

Integer

BESTEXP

DARKTIME

BADPIXEL

COLLB

HIGHREJ

BESTEXP=103179

DARKTIME=0

BADPIXEL= 155701

COLLB=26660

HIGHREJ=8

Floating-point

HELIO_RV

IOFFSTD

CRVAL1

M1PISTON

FBADPIX2

HELIO_RV=26.6203

IOFFSTD=0.0133138

CRVAL1=3.5528

M1PISTON=661.53

FBADPIX2=0.231077

String

AUTHOR

FILENAME

EXPOSURE

LAMPLIST

COMMENT

DAQVER

AUTHOR=“Scott Burles & David Schlegel”

FILENAME=“badpixels-56149-b1.ts.gz”

EXPOSURE=“sdR-b2-00154990.t”

LAMPLIST=“lamphgcdne.dat”

COMMENT=“sp2blue cards follow”

DAQVER=“1.2.7”

the test driver index every attribute it encountered while scanning

the HDF5 les.

Throughout our evaluation, we refer to the index construction

procedure as “indexing”, a le or attribute that has been scanned as

“scanned le” or “scanned attribute”, and a le or attribute that has

been successfully indexed as “indexed le” or “indexed attribute”.

After indexing, both test drivers performed 1,024metadata queries

from each process against their target data sources - MongoDB

and MIQS indexes, respectively. Each query asked for identiers

of objects that match with the given query condition. Our query

conditions covered the 16 selected attributes with non-repetitive

attribute values of three dierent data types - integer, oating-point,

and string. Thus, these 1,024 metadata queries covered 64 dierent

values for each selected attribute. The last column in Table 2 shows

selected sample query conditions for each data type from the 1,024

queries we issued.

4.2 Index Construction Time
Index construction time is very important to a metadata search ser-

vice for large-scale self-describing datasets. It determines the time

for getting metadata index ready to use and hence has a signicant

impact on the entire software life cycle when the metadata search

service is integrated.

Figure 10 shows the index construction time for MongoDB and

MIQS during the 5 test rounds. For MongoDB, the total indexing

time needed to create indexes for the 16 specied attributes ranged

from 373 to 587 seconds. In comparison, when indexes were con-

structed on the same set of 16 attributes in MIQS, the indexing time

ranged from 194 seconds to 310 seconds, which is approximately

half of the indexing time ofMongoDB.We also tested indexing all at-

tributes in MIQS and the indexing time ranged from 533 seconds to

860 seconds. Finally, we tested building the in-memory index from

the MIQS index les. The time required for loading 16-attribute

index les varied from 3 seconds to 27 seconds, approximately a

95%-99% time reduction compared to MongoDB-powered solution.

Moreover, MIQS was able to load the index les for all attributes in
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10.3 - 112 seconds, which is equivalent to only 2% - 19% of the time

taken by the MongoDB-powered solution.
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Figure 10: Time for index construction

For a better understanding on this result, we further decompose

the indexing time. As shown in Figure 11, the time spent scanning

HDF5 les was roughly the same, approximately 200 seconds, for

both the MongoDB solution and MIQS, regardless of the number

of indexed attributes (Figure 11a, 11b, and 11c). However, the Mon-

goDB test driver also spent 200 to 359 seconds for inserting the

metadata BSON [7] documents into MongoDB via network. The to-

tal time spent inserting BSON documents is 1.5 - 2× the time spent

scanning HDF5 les and is signicant given only 16 attributes were

indexed (Figure 11a). In fact, this time may include time spent trans-

ferring BSON documents over the network and performing I/O

operations at the MongoDB server.

The time for inserting BSON documents was even 1.5 to 2 times

of the time spent for scanning the HDF5 data les, and this may

include the time for transferring the BSON document over the

network and also the I/O operation occurred at MongoDB server.

Apart from the data le scanning procedure, building the actual in-

memory indexes for 16 attributes only took 24-32 seconds for MIQS,

while index persistence and index retrospective loading only took 3

to 28 seconds (Figure 11b). For indexing all attributes, MIQS spent

287 to 470 seconds building the in-memory indexes and the index

persistence and retrospective loading only took 21 to 114 seconds

(Figure 11c). This is quite comparable to the metadata indexing time

in MongoDB; however, MIQS built indexes for all attributes while

only 16 attributes were indexed in MongoDB.

Figure 11d illustrates the case where self-describing data les are

transferred to a new site and the in-memory index has to be reloaded

from the index les in MIQS. It took less than 40 seconds to load

metadata indexes on 16 attributes utilizing up to 100 processes to

initialize the metadata search service. The metadata search service

can be initialized within 2 minutes when loading the metadata

indexes of all attributes.

Overall, our evaluation on index construction time indicates

that MIQS requires much less time than the MongoDB-powered

solutions. It can also be rapidly deployed in the case where metadata

index les already exist. Consequently, applications with MIQS can

begin to perform metadata query much earlier than with MongoDB.
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Figure 11: Breakdown analysis of indexing time

4.3 Query Performance
Query performance is critical to a metadata search service. By

utilizing an in-memory shared-nothing parallel architecture, MIQS

delivers an ecient metadata search service.
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Figure 12: Query throughput comparison (kQPS)

As reported in Figure 12, for an application with 20 processes,

the overall query throughput of MIQS was 72.2 billion queries

per second while the MongoDB only achieved 419.7k queries per

second. This is a drastic performance improvement of over 172,000×
speedup. As shown in the gure, the query throughput of MIQS

scales almost linearly with the number of processes, and ranges

from 72.2 billion QPS all the way up to 363.4 billion QPS. However,

the MongoDB query throughput only slightly increased to 764.7

kQPS when queries were issued by 40 processes and dropped from

645.8 kQPS to 319.2 kQPS when the number of processes increased

from 60 to 100.

The query latency is depicted in Figure 13. Although the la-

tency of each query in MongoDB remains steady around 0.28 to

0.29 milliseconds, as the number of processes increases from 20

to 100, the query latency dramatically increases from 47 seconds

all the way up to 313 seconds. This is almost equal to the time
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Figure 13: Query latency comparison(ms)

spent scanning 100 HDF5 data les during our index construction

experiment. These results conrm that, as a benet of following

the self-contained data management paradigm, MIQS outperforms

MongoDB-powered solutions and delivers superior query perfor-

mance for metadata searches.

4.4 Storage Consumption
MIQS is designed as an in-memorymetadata search service wherein

processes have their own full copy of the metadata index. Thus, the

memory footprint has to be small. In addition, the storage consump-

tion must be minimized so that the index les can be integrated

into existing self-describing le collections without signicantly

increasing the size of the dataset.

In our evaluation, we collected MongoDB storage consumption

statistics using the administrative command “dbStats”. The result
of this command includes the “indexSize” eld which represents

the total size of the indexes and also the “dataSize” eld which

represents the overall storage consumption of MongoDB. The stor-

age overhead for maintaining BSON documents in MongoDB is

then given by the dierence between “dataSize” and “indexSize”.
For the memory consumption of MIQS, we track every memory

allocation required by the indexing data structures. For storage

consumption, we measure and analyze the size of MIQS index les.

Figure 14 shows the storage consumption comparison between

MongoDB and MIQS. As shown in Figure 14a, when the index is

built against only 16 attributes, the total storage consumption of

MongoDB ranges from about 680 MB to approximately 4.2 GB.

Regardless of scale, the index size in MongoDB occupies only about

20% of the overall storage space consumption while 80% is used to

store metadata BSON documents.

When it comes to MIQS, as depicted in Figure 14b, the total

storage consumption for indexing 16 attributes does not exceed 0.6

GB at any scale. The index les consume roughly the same amount

of space on disk as the in-memory index consumes in the memory.

For our largest test, MIQS reduces the total storage consumption

by about 75.4% when compared to MongoDB.

Indexing all attributes inMIQS yields a total storage consumption

that ranges from 1.5GB to 7.8 GB where the in-memory index

consumes half of the total storage space (Figure 14c). Although the

total storage consumption of MIQS is twice that of MongoDB, MIQS

indexes all attributes while MongoDB indexes only 16. Further,

MongoDB wastes storage space storing duplicated metadata that

already exists in the self-describing data les.

Figure 14d shows the overall storage consumption in parallel

scenarios where the number of processes increases from 20 to 100.
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Figure 14: Breakdown analysis on memory consumption

As illustrated in the gure, parallel applications with MIQS con-

sume up to approximately 30 GB of storage space when indexing

16 attributes. However, considering that each process only needs to

maintain around 600 MB of memory for metadata search service,

which provides the high query throughput we have reported in the

previous section, we believe the storage consumed by the index is

worthwhile. The low storage consumption of MIQS further rein-

forces the idea that the design of MIQS complies with self-contained

data management paradigm.

4.5 Summary of Evaluation
MIQS is designed as a metadata indexing and querying service that

follows the self-contained data management paradigm. From our

evaluation, we can discern three signicant benets that result from

adherence to this paradigm: schema-free metadata indexing (MIQS

was capable of indexing and querying all attributes but MongoDB

was not), rapid index construction (hundreds of seconds saved in

MIQS as compared to MongoDB) and superior search performance

(172k× throughput improvement compared to MongoDB-powered

solution). Our evaluation also shows that MIQS takes only a small

amount of memory and that the small size of its index les en-

hances portability. Our results demonstrate the promise of MIQS

and present a rationale for integration with existing self-describing

and self-contained data management solutions.

5 CONCLUSION & FUTUREWORK
Self-describing data formats store metadata alongside the data

objects themselves. Existing metadata search services for these

self-describing data formats are primarily built upon external data-

base management systems (DBMS). Unfortunately, these solutions

disregard the principle of self-describing and self-contained data
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management paradigm, hinder schema-transparency and portabil-

ity and hence introduce additional complexity in deployment and

maintenance.

In this paper, we have proposed the Metadata Indexing and

Querying Service (MIQS) for ecient metadata search on self-

describing le formats such as HDF5. MIQS provides portable and

schema-free indexing and querying solution that complies with the

self-contained data management paradigm. It eliminates the neces-

sity of maintaining a disjoint data source that duplicates metadata

and thereby requires a smaller overall storage footprint, as com-

pared to the DBMS-powered solutions. We have conducted exten-

sive evaluations to compare MIQS against a state-of-the-art DBMS-

based metadata querying solution - the MongoDB-powered meta-

data querying service. MIQS signicantly outperforms MongoDB-

powered solution in both index construction and metadata search.

More importantly, our evaluation shows that MIQS complies with

the self-contained data management principle of self-describing

data formats.

At the time of writing this paper, we are in contact with the

HDF5 developers to make MIQS available as an indexing and query-

ing component for the HDF5 library. In the future, we will enhance

MIQS to support complex queries on compound data types in addi-

tion to numeric values or strings.
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